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Stock sizes consist of 3’, 5’, 8’ and 10’ with a height reaching a full 8 feet. Additional 
accessories for this design include attachments to connect units together, side clamps to 
hang literature, slide on feet for a customized base arrangement and much more.

800-821-2241

STEP #1
Start connecting bottom parts with matching stickers (star 
shapes) and then connect to uprights. NOTE:  corner parts 
can be difficult to insert into grooves. Slightly angle the 
upright profile to help it connect.  

See video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1zfeWIYJto

STEP #2
Continue connecting all profiles to install the next pair of side 
panels by matching the shape and color to the appropriate 
piece. Be sure to connect the wires inside the panels as 
well. This will ensure the lighting is completely connected to 
fulfill the frame.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1zfeWIYJto
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STEP 1.

LUCID 10’ X 8’SET-UP INSTRUCT IONS
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Full Diagram of 10ft Lightbox Instructions
NOTE: Remember to match each individual part its corresponding shape sticker.  

The unit will not power properly if out of sequence.

Plastic Crossbars add support 
down the middle of the profiles
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LUCID 3’ X 8’SET-UP INSTRUCT IONS
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Full Diagram of 3ft Lightbox Instructions
NOTE: Remember to match each individual hardware by it’s shape. 

The unit will not power properly if out of order.
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Diagram of SEG Silicone Edge Graphic Installation
NOTE: You must always start at the corners of each frame in order to properly tension the 

graphic. It should be evently tight like a drum all the way around the frame.




